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Introduction

The evaluation plays an important role in a large variety of today’s trending applications including
product recommendation in e-commerce portals, news article selection, online advertising, etc.,
where the end user output of each of these applications is provided based on a selected criteria that
maximizes user experience and/ or business revenue.

Figure 1: Recommend items based on previous views

Figure 2: News articles based on trending topics

Figure 3: Advertisement based on recent searches

The most optimal criteria used to generate end user output may change dynamically according to the
user preference and/ or changes of the respective background, hence the selection of such a criteria
is a crucial decision in each of these applications, which requires an effective evaluation technique.
This paper describes off-line evaluation and its limitations, hence the need for online evaluation, the
Multi Armed Bandit Problem and how it relates to online evaluation, and the solutions available for
Multi Armed Bandit Problem. Further this paper uses evaluation in an online retail product
recommendation system as the use case to describe these concepts, and finally provides its real-life
implementation of Thompson Sampling – a solution for Multi Armed Bandit problem, along with
analysis of its use in production.
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Why evaluation is needed in
Retail Product Recommendation Systems?
The online retail shopping paradigm has been vastly grown in
today’s world in multiple directions including enhancement
of customer experience and increasing sales revenue, and
the retail product recommendation systems used along with
those portals/ applications play a major role in the
accomplishment of these aspects.
The retail product recommendation systems are integrated
into portals/ applications in different online retail shopping
channels such as web store, mobile, tablet, in-store kiosk,
etc. These portals/ applications have different pages such as
Home Page, Product Detail Page (PDP), Sales Event Page,
etc. and each of these pages have different placements to
display recommendations provided via the recommendation
system. The recommendation strategies to be used in each of
these Channel-Page-Placement combinations are selected
by the retail vendor to maximize end user experience and
revenue. Therefore the recommendation systems provide
configuration
strategies

capability
for

to

different

specify

recommendation

Channel-Page-Placement

combinations as depicted in Table 1, and Figure 4 depicts
output from recommendation system according to the
configurations specified in Table 1 for ‘Web Store’ channel.

F igure 4: Recommendations for
PDP in Web Store

Channel

Page

Placement

Recommendation Strategy

Web Store

Product Detail Page

Horizontal 1

People Who Viewed This Also Viewed

Web Store

Product Detail Page

Horizontal 2

Inspired By Your Recently Viewed

Table 1: Configuration capability in recommendation systems to specify recommendation strategies of each
Channel-Page-Placement combinations

The smallest building block of a recommendation strategy is an algorithm which implements a
machine learning technique to provide a specific type of output. The retail vendor configures these
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algorithms provided by the recommendation system to form an algorithm bundle, and multiple such
bundles can be assigned to a recommendation strategy, where a given user is served via only one of
these bundles. This capability is provided to explore the bundle of algorithms that provides the
highest performance via the best user experience and/or highest revenue according to the user
behavior. We will use the term criteria for a bundle for the rest of the paper as a generic term.

Figure 5 depicts output of 2 different such criteria for the ‘People Who Viewed This Also Viewed’
strategy in a PDP page of a web store.

Figure 5: Output of different recommendation criteria for the same recommendation strategy

The performance of such criteria are measured through various KPIs, and the most widely used
KPIs in recommendation systems for a given criteria are:

The performance of recommendation criteria are changed from time to time due to many factors
such as seasonal changes and other environmental factors etc. Therefore the recommendation
systems are required to evaluate the performance of the currently serving criteria, and further
explore for other criteria whose performance is newly arising, and start serving using such new
performing criteria, in order to increase the customer experience/ business revenue expected via
serving recommendations.
The need for such evaluation leads to the exploration vs. exploitation dilemma, where the optimal
criteria has to be ‘explored’ and then it needs to be further optimized which is named ‘exploitation’.
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Off-line vs. online Evaluation
Multivariate Testing: A Method of Off-line Evaluation
The statistical hypothesis testing approach of Multivariate Testing [7] has been used in
recommendation systems for the evaluation of their serving criteria. This is a method of off-line
evaluation, where this allows exploration of the most optimal criteria within a specific period of time,
where after this period the system then serves recommendations using the winning criteria.
The method of Multivariate Testing is depicted in Figure 6, where during the exploration
phase (t1 – t2), the incoming traffic generated by the user activity is divided into equal/ different
percentages and each of these traffic portions are then getting served by different recommendation
criteria. Upon the start of the exploration phase the relevant KPI/s (Ex. CTR, RPI) is/are set to 0, and
are then changed according to the user activity at the end of the exploration phase. Then the criteria
with the highest KPI value is selected as the winning criteria and thereafter the full traffic is served
via this criteria, where it is further optimized during its exploitation phase.

Figure 6: Exploration of highest performing criteria in Multivariate Testing

Limitations of Off-line Evaluation
The Multivariate Testing allows a single exploration → exploitation cycle, and does not support
automated further exploration cycles, which are the most likely to occur in real production scenarios.
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Therefore manual intervention is needed to explore another criteria once the current criteria has
passed the peak of its optimal performance according to background factors [6].

Online Evaluation
The limitations of off-line evaluation leads to the requirement of online evaluation within
recommendation systems that allows automated multiple exploration → exploitation cycles within
the system lifetime, hence Multi Armed Bandit comes into play. Upon the use of Multi Armed Bandit
in recommendation systems, the system is capable of exploring a winning criteria and exploit it, and
then again explore and exploit other criteria as relevant on-the-go without manual intervention,
which is referred to as continuous learning.

What is the Multi Armed Bandit problem?
The name Multi Armed Bandit [3] comes related to a
gambler having a set of slot machines which he can
play, where each of these machines is having its own
reward probability that is unknown to the player. The
player has to decide the order to play these machines
by pulling the arms and learning the optimal machine
that gives the highest reward, while reducing the
cumulative regret [2] experienced by not selecting the
optimal machine during the learning process, and thus
increase the cumulative reward.

F igure 7: A row of slot machines

How does the Multi Armed Bandit problem relate to Retail Product
Recommendation Systems?
The different criteria used in recommendation systems can be mapped to an arm in a Multi Armed
Bandit [1], where the performance of each of these criteria is unknown initially. Then the optimal
criteria needs to be learnt on-the-go by increasing the cumulative reward (Ex. clicks/ revenue) during
the exploration process, and once identified it should be further optimized for more reward, which is
its exploitation phase.
Since the optimal criteria in a recommendation system may change from time to time based on the
related background factors, once the optimal criteria is explored and being in the exploitation phase,
further exploration needs to occur in the system on-the-go. This introduces many exploration →
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exploitation cycles to the system lifetime, hence allows continuous learning.

Solutions to Multi Armed Bandit problem
There are 3 main types of algorithms that are currently used to solve the Multi Armed Bandit
problem [4],[5]:

1. Epsilon Greedy algorithms
Upon use of these algorithms, the arm with the currently known highest reward probability is
pulled (1-ε) of the times and the other arms are pulled randomly ε of the times. This makes the
optimal arm to be explored and then exploited, and further continues the exploration for any arising
optimal arms.
The main downside of the algorithms of this class is that they do not keep track of how much they
know about each of the arms, but the success rate of each of the arms. They pull the arms randomly
within the exploration quota due this reason and this makes many of the trials in the exploration
quota being useless, hence the cumulative regret being increased.

2. Upper Confidence Bound algorithms (UCB)
Algorithms of this class keep track of how much they know about each of the arms, hence the name
UCB is used. The main improvements in these algorithms than Epsilon Greedy algorithms are that
they:
i.

Do not use randomness for the exploration

ii. Do not have any per-configurable parameters (As opposed to ε in Epsilon Greedy
algorithms, hence allows starting the running of algorithm without having any prior
knowledge about the success rates of the arms)
These algorithms compute a bonus value for each of the arms using: the total trials taken place all
over the bandit and the number of trials each of the arms has experienced. This bonus value takes a
higher value if the knowledge about the arm is less and is added to the current value of the arm, and
the arm with the highest value is then selected to play.
This allows these algorithms to explore more efficiently without using the randomness in Epsilon
Greedy algorithms, and also reduce the cumulative regret.

3. Thompson Sampling
This method uses Bayesian approach to model the probability distribution of the arms, and then uses
the sampling methodology to select an arm that maximizes the expected reward by a randomly
drawn sample, while allowing exploration and exploitation.

Modeling the probability distributions of the arms
The probability distribution of an arm is modeled using the Bayer’s Rule, and the type of distribution
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used is based on the KPI used to measure the performance of an arm.

Prior Probability
The prior probability [8] of an arm is the unconditional probability related to the arm, which is known
via the events that have occurred in the past related to the arm, and the distribution function can be
denoted as p(Θ).

Posterior Probability
The posterior probability [9] is the conditional probability after observing new events x with the
likelihood p(x|Θ), hence according to the Bayer’s rule:

In order to model the probability distribution of an arm, the posterior probability needs to be
calculated based on the already known probability distribution (prior probability) and the outcome of
the newly occurring events (likelihood).

Modeling the probability distributions for recommendation criteria
The probability distributions for a given recommendation criteria are modeled according to the KPIs
used to measure the performance of the criteria:

Modeling the probability distribution for CTR
Upon measuring the performance of a recommendation criteria using CTR, the factors that matter
are the number of user views for recommendations served via a given criteria, and the number of
clicks have been performed on those viewed recommendations. Therefore after viewing a
recommendation by a user, the success of the serving of the recommendation is based on whether
the user performed a click. Therefore the success has a probability of p, and the failure h
 as a
probability of 1-p, a
 nd hence this follows a Bernoulli distribution, hence the Beta distribution [11],
[12], [16] (a probability distribution with α and β shape parameters) is used to model the prior and
posterior probability distributions of a criteria due to conjugate properties as provided in the
Bayesian statistics, where the Beta Distribution is the conjugate prior [10] to Bernoulli Distribution,
and the posterior distribution of a Beta distribution is also a Beta distribution.
Upon modelling the distributions for a criteria, the Beta distribution depicts the probability of getting
a given CTR. The prior distribution is updated by changing α and β as new events occur (new clicks
and new recommendations), in order to obtain the posterior distribution, where the posterior
calculations are as follows:
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αnew = αold + Number of clicks
βnew = βold + (Number of recommendations - Number of clicks)
According to the calculations, the distribution skewed to the right (negative skewness) when the
CTR is increased as then the α increases, and it skews to the left (positive skewness) when CTR is
decreased as then the is β increased (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Skewness of Beta distribution according to α and β values.

Further according to the afore-mentioned posterior calculations, when α and β are increased in
number as the new events occur, the distribution shows increased confidence in obtaining a given
CTR due to the reason that the curve becoming thinner, hence the expected range in the CTR values
becoming smaller (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Increasing of the confidence in experiencing a given CTR upon the occurrence of new events

Modeling the probability distribution for RPI
Upon measuring the performance using RPI, the factors that matters are the number of clicks the
users have performed on the recommendations served via a given criteria and the amount of
revenue earned via performing those clicks. The revenue earned is :
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●

a continuous number that takes any value between two whole numbers

●

and is unbounded as it may fall between 0 and ∞

Due to the above reasons the probability of the earned revenue can be modeled using the Gaussian
distribution [13], which is a bell-shaped curve with the highest probability density being in the middle
of the bell, which is the mean (µ) and the spread is characterized by the standard deviation (σ).
Further, the conjugate prior [10] for the Gaussian distribution is also a Gaussian distribution.

Figure 10: Gaussian distribution with different means and standard deviations for different criteria

Applying the sampling methodology - Thompson sampling
The Thompson Sampling [14], [15] draws a random sample from the confidence area of each of the
posterior distributions of the arms, then sorts the sampled results, and then selects the arm with the
highest selected reward as that is the arm that maximizes the expected cumulative reward. Further
after playing the selected arm, its probability distribution is updated to reflect the posterior
distribution according to the behavior of the arm. Figure 11 depicts the performance of sampling for
Beta distributions that is used to model the performance of CTR with related to recommendation
systems, which allows multiple automated exploration -> exploitation cycles throughout the system
lifetime, due to this random sampling methodology.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Thompson Sampling on Beta Distribution. (a) - According to Thompson sampling, Criteria C gets
selected due to the random sample having the highest CTR out of all the 3 criteria. (b) - After a given time
period, Criteria C gets exploited having the highest confidence (thinnest curve) and highest CTR, but Criteria B
is also obtaining a chance to be explored due to Thompson sampling methodology. (c) - After a given time
period, Criteria B is achieving the highest confidence and CTR.
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Why we selected Thompson Sampling for the
Retail Recommendation System
The Thompson Sampling methodology has been one of the highest performing solutions to Multi
Armed Bandit problem, due to its reduction in the cumulative regret and, it is also the highest
cost-effective solution with relation to implementation.

Our Implementation
The major problem at hand is the need for an online evaluation mechanism that will autonomously
analyze and select the best recommendations producing strategy for a particular product. With the
emergence of the Multi-Armed Bandit problem as a technique to server recommendations it was
identified as the core ideology of the online evaluation system.
The online evaluation system is a collection of a variety of components, modules, technologies and
services. From the tracking or user behavior to the ingestion of tracking data, aggregation and
calculation of statistics, storing, evaluation and selection through to configuration, a set of
subsystems jointly work in coordination. Let us examine the dynamics of the online evaluation
system
Users access the digital retail store using multiple channels. A channel is a medium of accessing the
retail store such as retail website, mobile applications, tabular applications and in-store devices, etc.
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Figure 11: A product page from the Web channel

The content is presented to the user using various pages. Pages refer to user interfaces that is
presented to the user in web or mobile context and it is the main interaction point with retail
content. Within a page, placements are used to display product recommendations .
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Figure 12: Two horizontal placements for view based and purchase based recommendations

A placement is a specific area in the user interface that is used for displaying product
recommendations based on the user’s queries, navigation and interaction with the system. Based on
the strategy a placement can be configured with one or more recommendation bundles. A bundle is a
set of recommended products for a particular product which is generated via a specific algorithm
based on historical data.
Using the channel, page, placement organization the online evaluation system uses strategy
configurations to select the best performing bundle to serve a user. The strategy can be set to not
use any auto optimization or use auto optimization with CTR or RPI based posterior calculation. This
entire flow of information and its implementation is discussed in the following sections.
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The System Architecture

Figure 13: The overall system diagram

Retail Website
The primary input and output of the system is the website which gathers user and product
information and serves the user with recommendations. The tracking of user behavior is done via the
Javascript Tracking SDK which is integrated to the website. It simply fires events which corresponds
to a particular user behaviour with attributing data to that event.

Tracking SDK
The tracking SDK is integrated to the retail website which fulfills the purpose of triggering events
based on user behavior on the website. Each page view, search, product click and many more
behaviors are tracked through this component and HTTP events are published capturing the session
details, product details and behavioral demographics of the user.
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Event Collection
The events fired from the Tracking SDK are directed to the event collection layer which captures the
events and routes them for ingestion. The event collection is a fusion of multiple technologies and
services. The primary event collector is a microservice which resides on a distributed environment
that is the first point of contact for the tracking events. It then publishes the events to an Apache
Kafka broker to be able to handle event streams and scale accordingly. A speed layer developed
using Apache Spark streaming, subscribes to the Kafka broker to receive the tracking event traffic
and dump the events as text into a staging distributed storage.

Data Ingestion
The data ingestion is a batch processing implementation using Apache Spark. The ingestion flow
fulfills the Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL) of the raw tracking event data generated via
the tracking SDK. The raw events are stored in periodic updates by the event collection layer and
each periodic update is processed as batches by the ingestion flow. Each batch contains a set of text
files containing event data and they are extracted and parsed into a schema which is then loaded into
Hive in a denormalized manner.
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Posterior Calculation
The posterior calculation flow is developed using Apache Spark to read the staged event data,
aggregate events based on the optimization technique to use and calculate the posterior values to be
used for the Thompson Sampling stage in the Decisioning phase. The calculation is done in batches of
periodically ingested data over a configured time window. The audit process keeps track of the
ingested data, process data for calculation and timing information so that if there is a failure, the flow
can recover on its own form the correct batch sequence.

Beta Posteriors
For recommendation strategies configured to be optimized based on Click-Through Rate(CTR) or
Beta distribution based Thompson Sampling, the aggregation of staged events utilizes
recommendation serve, recommendation view and recommendation product click events. These
events set the base in the behavioral flow for clicking products off served product recommendations.
Using the event counts the Alpha and Beta posterior values and the click rate metrics are calculated.
Once the Beta metrics are calculated the data is stored in multiple data stores for reuse and
decisioning. For reuse the metrics are stored back in Hive and for decisioning the metrics are
JSONized and loaded to Google BigTable.

Gaussian Posteriors
When the recommendation strategies are configured with revenue based optimization or Revenue
Per Impression(RPI) the Gaussian posterior values are considered for the Thompson Sampling phase.
The Gaussian posteriors; mean and standard deviation are derived using aggregated
recommendation product click and product purchase events. Additionally revenue per impression
rates are also calculated as additional metrics for analytical purposes. Similarly to the Beta posteriors
and metric values, the Gaussian posteriors and metrics are stored in both Hive and BigTable.

Decisioning
The decisioning module is the decider of the retail website/application user experience in terms of
content and recommendation dissemination. The decisioning is achieved through a collaboration of
microservices that obtain information from multiple layers of the online evaluation system. The
primary requirement for recommendations arise as a user on the retail website/application needs to
be served with recommendations based on the page he/she loads. Based on the page and the
configured recommendation placements, a strategy set to serve recommendations using a collection
of recommendation algo bundles. For each strategy the best performing bundle of recommendations
is picked based on the auto optimization technique and its posterior values.
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The strategy responsible for deciding the recommendations to serve for a particular channel -> page
-> placement combo, is obtained from the system configurations. The strategy will provide
information on the optimization method for online evaluation and the bundles configured for that
strategy. The optimization metrics provided in the online evaluation system are CTR and RPI

Click-Through Rate (CTR)
The CTR optimization uses Beta distribution posteriors as evaluation metrics. For all bundles
configured for a CTR enabled strategy the Alpha and Beta posteriors are taken in as inputs for the
Thompson Sampling phase. The decisioning service implements a Beta distribution object for each
bundle with its Alpha and Beta values using the Apache Commons Distribution Framework. The
Thompson Sampling process picks a winning bundle by evaluating a random probability sample taken
from each bundle distribution object. The bundle with the highest probability sample is the winner,
and it will be selected to serve recommendations to the designated user.

Revenue Per Impression (RPI)
The RPI optimization uses Gaussian distribution posteriors as evaluation metrics. For all bundles
configured for a RPI enabled strategy the Mean and Standard Deviation posteriors are taken in as
inputs for the Thompson Sampling phase. The decisioning service implements a Normal distribution
object for each bundle with its Mean and Standard Deviation values using the Apache Commons
Distribution Framework. The Thompson Sampling process picks a winning bundle by evaluating a
random probability sample taken from each bundle distribution object. The bundle with the highest
probability sample is the winner, and it will be selected to serve recommendations to the designated
user.
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Evaluation
This section will discuss the outcomes of the MAB based online evaluation system as it was
deployed, tested, partially and fully activated on production.
Deployment
The deployment of the online evaluation system was done in two stages; on-premise rollout
and cloud rollout. The initial deployment was to the on-premise data centers in the US. This
deployment was purely a proof of concept targeted release as data scientists configured and
enabled the auto optimization for selected channel -> page -> placement combos and set
strategies to evaluate the performance of the online evaluation flow. Once, all the tests were
completed successfully with promising results the cloud deployment was done. This
deployment was targeting full production data and traffic. Hence, much more detailed tests
and validations were carried out to prove the fitness of the entire system.
Internal Testing Phase
The system was first tested in Development and QA environments where both data
engineers and scientists worked on evaluating how the tracking data was consumed,
posteriors were calculated and finally the decisioning was done. Based on a series of tests it
was noticed that due to the volume of events and rate of update the Beta distribution
started to converge on a winning bundle and the exploration was being hindered rather fast.
This was an issue as both exploration and exploitation needed to occur at a healthy rate for
the system to be truly autonomous and learning.
Re-Scaling Posteriors
To maintain a healthy exploration and exploitation behavior a scaling implementation was
introduced to the posterior calculation flow. Based on the scaling configuration the
posterior job will scale down rapidly rising posteriors. This convergence needed to be
stopped or decelerated. Hence, the scaling option was considered where the distribution
was expanded as a method of reducing the convergence rate. The scaling configuration is
applied at a bundle level and a frequency is also set allowing the posteriors to periodically
get re-scaled and the posterior scale value which the posteriors should scale to. This feature
was introduced during the testing phase and was used in production tests. The strategy
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configuration portal was utilized to set the scaling configurations remotely.
Initial Production Testing Phase
The system was implemented and deployed in production and 20% of the entire online retail
store

traffic was directed for the online evaluation. To evaluate the calculation and

decisioning of the entire system a parallel A-B test was carried out by the data scientists.
The testing was carried out over a period of 8 weeks. Using live production data bothe the
online and offline evaluations were completed. The final result was that the implemented
MAB based Online Evaluation system was accurate and it also managed to outperform a
industry leading recommendations platform vendor that was already used by the client.
These results enabled the decision to replace the existing recommendation vendor and fully
enable the MAB online evaluation system with 100% data and traffic on the cloud
environment. This move was in-preparation for the 2018 peak period.
Peak Production Testing Phase
The online evaluation system was fully deployed to cloud and all the components were in
place for the 2018 peak period by end of September 2018. All the channels were enabled
and the pages and placements were configured with auto optimization enabled strategies.
All Systems were online and were monitored. The peak period was on the final week of
november starting off on the American Thanksgiving day up until Cyber Monday. An
additional monitoring effort was put in place during the two weeks that covered the peak
period to keep a closer observation on the load and performance of the sub-systems. Special
reports were generated to monitor user interactions with recommendations and purchase
records influenced by the recommendations that were enhanced by the online evaluation
system. Based on year-over-year comparison of the reports a significant growth in user
interactions with recommendations and revenue from recommendations were observed
after enabling the MAB online evaluation system.
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Conclusion
This paper initially discussed the importance of evaluation for recommendation systems
when it comes to deploying and autonomously managing strategies. Next, the evaluation
methods of offline evaluation or multivariate testing and online evaluation was discussed.
An introduction to the Multi-Armed Bandit(MAB) problem was done and the connection
between solving MAB and how it could be adopted by recommendations systems was
elaborated. Next the inner works required for MAB and the solutions for MAB were
discussed. Then, an in-depth exploration into the solution where Thompson Sampling and
the Posterior calculation using Beta and Gaussian distributions was presented.
After the background and theoretical discussion the system implementation was elaborated.
The overall system architecture and each core component was discussed. Next, the
integration and deployment of the developed online evaluation systems was explained. This
led to the sections that described the testing phases and final evaluations that proved the
accuracy and success of the MAB online evaluation system.
As an optimal solution for autonomous decisioning for recommendation systems MAB based
online evaluation was presented in this paper. From the findings in the initial study phase, to
the development and the discovery of the requirement for re-scaling posteriors and finally
the success stories of beating world leading recommendations providers and generation of
significant revenue from recommendations, this paper covered the breadth of this solution.
There is more to explore with MAB and Online Evaluation, it is only the tip of the iceberg
that was experienced through this paper.
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